WE NEED TO ELECT THE PRESIDENT WHO
WILL GO ALL OUT IN TRANSFORMING
AMERICA INTO A WISE SOCIETY.
We need a leader who will work on the
premise that the key to a thriving,
healthy, happy, prosperous and peaceful
America is an emotionally healthy
America.
WASHINGTON, DC, USA, January 3,
2019 /EINPresswire.com/ -- There is no
doubt that there are several genuine
Know and Harness the Difference Between Your
leaders who deserves to win the White
Brain and Mind.
House on the grounds that they are
dedicated leaders who want to do
everything possible to help all the America people to prosper in every way. The problem is that
the tools at their disposal to improve lives are based on defective expertise that is provided by
our so-called experts. Since ancient times it is well known that wisdom is the key to all great
societies. Unfortunately there is so much confusion about
wisdom that mainstream experts dare not even suggest
that the main task of our future president should be
making the American society as wise as humanly possible.
We need to elect a president
Yet wisdom is the key to getting rid of the ills of America.
who runs on the slogan,
'Making America wise is our
Every single problem like drug addictions, divorce,
fundamental goal'. Focus
tiredness, education mess, crime, sleeplessness,
has to shift from teaching
unhappiness, corruption, discrimination, prejudice, hatred,
wisdom to healing the selfviolence etc. are all due to lack of wisdom. Our leaders and
image into wisdom via
their expert teams must recognize that this lack of wisdom
emotional health.”
is the fundamental problem facing America. Only by
Sajid Khan.
providing wisdom can the White House leadership tackle
these problems and replace them with a mostly drug free, good binding relationships, relaxation,
rest, excellent education, crime free, sound sleep, happy, honest, loving and peaceful America.
So the question is how do our leaders make America wise?
For the last few decades our experts have realized that to get rid of the above ills what we need
is emotional intelligence. However our experts have again misdefined emotional intelligence.
Emotional intelligence is wisdom and like wisdom emotional intelligence is not an independent
entity. One can even say that emotional intelligence is an attribute of wisdom. Emotional
intelligence is a fragrance that springs from wisdom. It is because our experts wrongly consider
emotional intelligence as an independent entity, they try to teach it directly. Naturally there is as
much success in teaching emotional intelligence as in teaching wisdom and so our society is as
messed up as ever. Emotional intelligence springs from emotional health(EH). In fact America is
the #1 emotionally challenged country in the world. What would you expect when Emotional
Health(EH) is 50% of health and yet there is no testing and no manual for emotional health. What
is worse is that EI and EH are messed up in ignorance. Our experts like Orpah and Daniel
Goleman are pushing for EI when EI is the smoke and EH is the fire. We need leaders that will

take corrective action. The leader we
need is going to stop addressing the
symptoms and start addressing the
disease.
Another mistake that our experts make
is they try to teach emotional
intelligence to the mind. The mind
itself is a fragrance of the brain and it is
very difficult to improve a fragrance by
educating the fragrance! However as
the mind is a self-conscious fragrance
educating the mind does result in,
'mind-washing' and so some
improvement does take place through
very gradually. What our experts need
to recognize is that the mind is a
fragrance of the brain and that to make
the mind wise it is the emotional brain
that needs to be healed into a
generator of wisdom.
We need a leader who will introduce
EH testing of all, the young and the old
and Wise parenting classes for the
newly weds and future parents. As well
as brain therapy for those older who
need their emotional health fixed.

Our Education System Has Cutting Edge Mind
Education While Brain Education Is Under the Radar
Screen.

I have published hundreds of articles,
papers and blogs explaining this
ignorance of our experts and its
solution, please google, 'sajid wisdom'
to review my path to a wise America.
Here are some of the relevant articles:
(If the link is broken then please copy
and paste the title)
Wisdom 3.0 – Sajid Khan – Medium
https://medium.com/@sajidalikhan2/wi
sdom-3-0-b6e03324e64a
Creating Definitions That Make the
World Wise.
http://www.einpresswire.com/shareabl
e-preview/tMHtVZWfv9ycVYZrtADa5g
WE NEED TO FIND AND ELECT LEADERS
WHO WILL TRANSFORM AMERICA INTO
AN EMOTIONALLY HEALTHY SUPER
POWER.
http://www.einpresswire.com/shareabl
epreview/qRP18YR2hpFfhFkNbhHdfw

The brain is a vessel that stores good and bad.

There are other benefits of my formula. The opioid crisis, the sex, alcohol, gambling, drug and
above all the ego addictions can all be tackled far more successfully.
GETTING TRAPPED IN AN ADDICTION IS NO LONGER A ONE WAY TICKET.
http://www.einpresswire.com/shareable-preview/O0ydZZW02DNqCP80Dn63tw
AN OPEN LETTER TO ALL WORLD LEADERS, THE UN, UNIVERSITIES, NGOS, EXPERTS, THE MEDIA
AND SPORTS ORGANIZATIONS.
http://www.einpresswire.com/shareable-preview/5leY0NYyB3aXegIvua7RiQ
What we need above all is a leader in the White House who will make America an emotional
health super power.
'MAKE AMERICA WISE' MUST BE THE SLOGAN OF THE NEXT PRESIDENT!
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